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A broadband instantaneous multi-frequency measurement system based on chirped pulse compression, which potentially
has a sub-megahertz (MHz) accuracy and a hundred-gigahertz (GHz) measurement range, is demonstrated. A signal-
under-test (SUT) is converted into a carrier-suppressed double-sideband (CS-DSB) signal, which is then combined with
an optical linearly frequency-modulated signal having the sweeping range covering the +1st-order sideband of the CS-
DSB signal. With photodetection, low-pass filtering, and pulse compression, accurate frequencies of the SUT are obtained
via locating the correlation peaks. In the experiment, single- and multi-frequency measurements with a measurement range
from 3 to 18 GHz and a measurement accuracy of <±100 MHz are achieved.
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1. Introduction

Instantaneous frequency measurement (IFM) is an essential
function for emerging applications such as electronic warfare
and cognitive radio systems[1]. Conventionally, IFM rapidly
obtains frequency information of an unknown signal utilizing
electronic techniques[2]. Restricted by narrow bandwidth and
serious electromagnetic interference (EMI), the requirement
of future electronic applications is hard to meet with electron-
ics-based IFM. Photonics, featured by broad bandwidth, low
loss, and EMI immunity, is a promising solution to achieve
high-performance IFM[3–22]. Three different mechanisms,
namely frequency-to-power mapping, frequency-to-space map-
ping, and frequency-to-time mapping, were proposed to realize
photonics-based IFM[3–6].
Photonics-based IFM utilizing frequency-to-power mapping

is a simple and widespread method[7–12]. The key point is to
build a monotonic amplitude comparison function (ACF),
which is used to determine the frequency of the signal-under-
test (SUT) bymeasuring the power ratio of two optical or micro-
wave signals. To establish a uniform frequency resolution and
high-accuracy IFM system, numerous efforts were devoted to
achieving an ACF with high linearity and sharp slope[8,11,12].
For instance, a high-linearity IFM with a measurement range
of 3 to 18 GHz and an R-squared value as large as 0.99 was

achieved by employing a silicon Fano resonator[12]. Despite
all these efforts, a serious problem associated with these IFM
methods is their incapability of performing multi-frequency
measurement. IFM based on frequency-to-space mapping is
realized by splitting the SUT into multiple space channels and
then estimating its frequency[13–15]. Limited by the fineness of
optical channelizers, the frequency resolution is poor. Besides,
the measurement system is costly and complex due to the
requirement of a photodetector (PD) array. For techniques
based on frequency-to-time mapping, the IFM extracts the fre-
quency information by detecting the electrical time delay
induced by the SUT via a dispersive device[16] or a frequency
shifting recirculating delay line (FS-RDL)[17,18]. The former suf-
fers from poor resolution and low accuracy, while the latter is
relatively time-consuming. To overcome the weakness of the fre-
quency-to-time mapping method, an IFM method utilizing lin-
ear frequency modulation and pulse compression was proposed
and demonstrated[19]. However, a key problem associated with
this method is its incapability of multi-frequency measurement.
In this Letter, an instantaneous multi-frequency measure-

ment method featuring broad bandwidth and high accuracy is
proposed and experimentally demonstrated. Chirped pulse
compression is the key to measure the frequencies precisely,
which converts zero points of the waveform envelope into sharp
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correlation peaks. Potentially, sub-megahertz (MHz) frequency
accuracy and a hundreds-gigahertz (GHz) measurement range
are achievable. In the experiments, both single- and multi-
frequency measurements are performed. Frequency accuracy
better than ±100MHz within a frequency measurement range
of 3 to 18 GHz is achieved. Last but not least, the importance
of the length of the time window in achieving highly accurate
frequency measurements needs to be pointed out. Recently,
many approaches to short time window measurements of radio
frequencies have been proposed, such as a compressive sensing
system that achieved 100 MHz resolution in a 5 ns time window
and tens of kilohertz (kHz) resolution in a microsecond time
window[23], a speckle-based system that achieved similar reso-
lution at camera frame rates[24], a spectral hole burning method
with a time resolution below 100 μs[25], and a sampling and dis-
persive system able to intercept nanosecond-duration frequency
transients in real time[26]. In our experiment, the time window is
20 μs, which is the period of the reference signal and much
longer than the width of the chirped photocurrent signal.
Since the theoretical frequency resolution is inversely propor-
tional to the latter, the time window is not critical in ourmethod.

2. Principle

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed instanta-
neous multi-frequency measurement system. In the upper path,
the SUT is modulated on an optical carrier from a tunable laser
source (TLS) at a Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM). By biasing
theMZM at theminimum transmission point (MITP), a carrier-
suppressed double-sideband (CS-DSB) signal is generated.
Mathematically, the expression can be written as

p�t� ∝ E0J−1�β� exp�j2π�f 0 − f SUT�t�
� E0J�1�β� exp�j2π�f 0 � f SUT�t�, (1)

where E0 and f 0 are, respectively, the magnitude and frequency
of the optical carrier. J±1�•� represents the ±1st-order Bessel
function of the first kind, f SUT is the frequency of the SUT,
and β is the modulation index.
In the lower path, a laser diode (LD) driven by a sawtooth

waveform produces an optical linearly frequency-modulated
(LFM) signal. Its time-domain expression is

r�t� = ELFM exp�j2πf ct � jπKt2�, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , (2)

where ELFM is the magnitude of the optical LFM signal, T is the
pulse width, and f c and K are the center frequency and the chirp
rate, respectively.
After amplification, the CS-DSB signal is coupled with the

optical LFM signal. By carefully setting f 0 and f c, the +1st-order
sideband of the CS-DSB signal is located in the frequency sweep-
ing range of the optical LFM signal while the -1st-order sideband
is out of the frequency sweeping range. By square-law detection
of the combined signal at a PD and extracting the low-frequency
components, the frequency of the SUT is converted into a time
delay carried by a low-frequency chirped signal. To simplify the
processing, we let f 0 = f c. In this case, the electrical field of the
generated chirped photocurrent can be expressed as

Sp�t� ∝
��p�t� � r�t�

��2
∝ Refrect��t − Δt�=Ts� exp �jπKt2 − j2πf SUTt�g
= rect��t − Δt�=Ts� cos�πK�t − Δt�2 − πKΔt2�
= Refrect��t − Δt�=Ts� exp �jπK�t − Δt�2 − jπKΔt2�g, (3)

where rect��t − Δt�=Ts� is a rectangular window with a width of
Ts. Δt is the time delay induced by the SUT, which has a rela-
tionship with the frequency of the SUT by

Δt = f SUT=K: (4)

The low-frequency chirped photocurrent is sampled by an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Then, the chirped pulse
compression is performed by correlating the low-frequency
chirped photocurrent with a reference LFM signal. The fre-
quency of the reference LFM signal should cover zero to the larg-
est possible frequency of the chirped signal, given by

Sr�t� = Re�rect�t=T� exp �jπKt2��: (5)

Mathematically, the correlation function is

R�t� = S*p�−t� · Sr�t�

=
1
2
α�t�sinc�πK�Δt � t�α�t�� cos�2πγt � φ�, (6)

where α�t�, γ, and φ are given by

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the proposed instantaneous multi-frequency
measurement system. TLS, tunable laser source; PC, polarization controller;
SUT, signal-under-test; MZM, Mach–Zehnder modulator; EDFA, erbium-doped
fiber amplifier; AWG, arbitrary waveform generator; LD, laser diode; DSP, digital
signal processor; ADC, analog-to-digital converter; PD, photodetector.
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α�t� =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

�Ts � T�=2� t � Δt, −�Ts � T�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �Ts − T�=2 − Δt
Ts, �Ts − T�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �T − Ts�=2 − Δt

�Ts � T�=2 − t − Δt, �T − Ts�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �Ts � T�=2 − Δt
0, otherwise

, (7)

γ =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

K�Ts − T�=4, −�Ts � T�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �Ts − T�=2 − Δt
K�t=2� Δt�, �Ts − T�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �T − Ts�=2 − Δt
K�Ts � T�=4, �T − Ts�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �Ts � T�=2 − Δt

0, otherwise

, (8)

and

φ =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

πKΔt�Δt − �T − Ts�=2�, −�Ts � T�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �Ts − T�=2 − Δt
2πKΔt2, �Ts − T�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �T − Ts�=2 − Δt

πKΔt�Δt � �T − Ts�=2�, �T − Ts�=2 − Δt ≤ t < �Ts � T�=2 − Δt
0, otherwise

: (9)

The correlation function is a Sinc function, which has the first
zero points located at t � Δt = ±1=B, where B = KTs=2 is the
bandwidth of the LFM signal. Thus, the width of the compressed
pulse is defined as τ = 2 × 1=�2B� = 1=B, and the theoretical fre-
quency resolution is Kτ = 2=Ts. This mathematically establishes
the relationship between the peak location and the delay induced
by the SUT. Thus, by locating the sharp correlation peak, the
time delay is obtained. Further, the frequency of the SUT is cor-
respondingly calculated according to Eq. (4).
It is worth mentioning that, benefiting from the chirped pulse

compression, the correlation peak becomes sharp, and the loca-
tion accuracy is greatly improved, leading to great improvement
of the frequency identify accuracy. Moreover, multi-frequency
measurement is achievable, as the correlation peaks introduced
by different frequencies are distinguishable.

3. Experiment

An experiment is carried out. A TLS (Anritsu MG9638A) emits
a 1544.485 nm lightwave with an optical power of 8-dBm. An
MZM with a 3-dB bandwidth of 20 GHz (JDS Uniphase,
Model 10023874) is used to convert an SUT produced by a
microwave signal generator (Agilent E8254A) into a CS-DSB
signal. An optical LFM signal owning a pulse width of 20 μs
(chirp rate K = 1GHz=μs� is generated by an optical LFM gen-
erator comprised by an electrical arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG, Agilent 33250A), a homemade trans-conductance
amplifier (TCA), and a commercial LD (FU-641SEA-1). A
10-GHz PD (Nortel Inc.) followed by a 1.2-GHz low-pass filter
is used to achieve optical-to-electrical conversion and
low-frequency component extraction. Thus, the theoretical

frequency resolution is K=B = 0.83MHz. A real-time oscillo-
scope (Agilent DSO-X 93204A) is employed to record the gen-
erated photocurrent, which also functions as an ADC.
Figure 2 shows the single- and multi-frequency measurement

results achieved by the proposed IFMmethod. When tuning the
frequency of the SUT from 3 to 18 GHz with a frequency step of
1 GHz, the waveforms of the generated low-frequency photocur-
rents are shown in Fig. 2(a). As can be seen, the zero points of the
waveform envelopes are observable, which have time delays
depending on the frequencies of the SUT. For example, when
a 7-GHz SUT is applied to the measurement system, the zero
point can be easily recognized but difficult to precisely locate,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). It is because the frequency together with
the amplitude of the generated chirped photocurrent
approaches zero around the zero point. To precisely identify
the location of the zero point, pulse compression achieved by
correlating the chirped photocurrent with the LFM signal is per-
formed. Benefitting from the compression ratio of 2880, the zero
point can be accurately localized by the correlation peak, as
shown in Fig. 2(c). According to the location of the correlation
peak, the frequency of the SUT is calculated to be 7.056 GHz,
which is obviously more accurate than that achieved by directly
observing the zero point. To demonstrate the multi-frequency
measurement capability, a multi-frequency signal comprised
of 13 and 18 GHz components is used to serve as the SUT.
After chirped pulse compression, two correlation peaks are
obtained, which can be clearly distinguished, as shown in
Fig. 2(d). The measured frequencies are, respectively,
13.065 GHz and 18.033 GHz, indicating that the accuracy has
no deterioration in the multi-frequency measurement.
Furthermore, holding one frequency fixed at 3 GHz and sweep-
ing a second frequency from 4 to 18 GHz in steps of 1 GHz, the
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measurement results are shown in Fig. 2(e), which demonstrates
the capability for multi-frequency measurement over a full band
(3–18 GHz).
Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured frequencies and

measurement errors. As can be seen, the measured frequencies
from 3 to 18 GHz are linearly fitted. The R-square is as large as
0.99995, which indicates that the measurement system has high
linearity. Additionally, the frequency accuracy is better than
±100MHz, as shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the

measurement accuracy of the proposed IFM method can be
much higher. However, the relatively poor frequency stabilities
of the TLS and the LD in the measurement system introduce
considerable measurement errors. On the one hand, the TLS
and the LD are free-running. The frequency detuning drifts
the zero point and induces the major measurement error. On
the other hand, the optical frequency-swept signals emitted
from the LD at the same driving current in different sweeping
periods have slight frequency differences, which introduce
additional delay for the zero points and contribute additional
measurement error. It is believed that, by employing a photon-
ics-based LFM source[27] and synchronizing the two optical
sources, the frequency accuracy can be dramatically improved
by tens or even hundreds of times. Potentially, the frequency
accuracy up to sub-MHz is achievable. Additionally, a hun-
dred-GHz measurement range is available if a high-speed
modulator and a broadband optical LFM source are adopted.
The single measurement time is mainly determined by the pulse
width of the optical LFM signal, which is 20 μs in the experi-
ment. The measurement can be sped up if an optical LFM signal
having a large chirped rate is employed.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, an instantaneous multi-frequency measurement
method based on chirped pulse compression was proposed and
experimentally demonstrated. Instantaneous single- and multi-
frequency measurements were successfully achieved in the
experiment. The measurement results show a frequency accu-
racy of better than ±100MHz within a frequency measurement
range from 3 to 18 GHz. Potentially, sub-MHz accuracy and a
hundred-GHz measurement range are available in theory. It is
worthmentioning that, by employing optical time-divisionmul-
tiplexing and radio over fiber (RoF), the multi-SUT and remote
measurements are achievable, which would be attractive to the
distributed systems such as distributed radar systems and elec-
tronic warfare systems.
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